
DRAFT 

We are in midst of a 6 month New Learning Adventure 

∗ Learning, creating and enjoying being together. The fu-

ture looks even more challenging. 

∗ A time of transition we will face together too. So we have 

created this note 

∗ Nailing our colours to the mast and 

∗ Hoping we shall remain resilient. 

.Who ‘we’ are: 

• Numbering about a baker’s dozen of very different indi-

viduals, including our brilliant facilitator Fiona 

• Rising from the Research Circle created 2006/7 

• Sharing the view that it is literally vital for each of us to 

remain active and fully engaged in shared activity – let-

ting our personal voices be heard  by both ourselves and 

our wider society.  

The ‘Circle’ way of learning, creating, researching 

and enjoying each other is well known about, but 

still not used widely. It combines very well with 

emailing, using and contributing to local events 

and the worldwide web, with a great variety of 

features? And including traditional forms of or-

ganisation – such as our unusual University – Lan-

caster – as well as new sources – such as Univer-

sity of the 3rd  Age 



DRAFT 

2007/8 Continuing a successful programme until Spring 2008 when Gov-

ernment restructuring of Adult Education financing signals an end.  RE-

PORT August Janet/Jill( after consulting all) suggests ways forward. 

2006/7  Dept of Cont Ed launches Senior Learners Programme - wel-

coming older adults exploring University facilities and people -- to ex-

tend their own learning potential with help of others similarly explor-

ing,  Special courses in music composition, yoga, creative writing and 

other learning-by-doing activity,  along with lectures/debates and the 

fostering of personal research projects, shared by staff &  new learners 

2008/9 A few lectures continuing to run down but scintillating volun-

tary contributions by University staff during lunchtimes.          Circle 

sessions focus on Positive Aging and e.g. work of Cohen which leads to 

a contribution to international Conf April 2/3 (See Handout) that leads 

into Pilot Project towards U3A . REPORT JULY by  Irene/Roger   

2009/10  

Helping  Mary Hamilton , Christine Milligan and Katherine Froggatt.           New 

Learning Adventure funded by Dept. of B.I.S: Transition Fund, see REPORT Feb. 

Fiona and others and plans for March 23/4 Conference re NLA. Programme for 

Summer Term?  

EARLY TARGETS:   

Plans for continuity through 2010 and on; of relationships with other organisations and peoples, 

agreed process arrangements, records, web-site and persons --- towards continued learning 

from experience relating to our history and our broad purpose. 

From these, sketch specific projects that continue with U3A and may attract funding commensu-

rate with our combined potential capabilities. 

CONTINUED PURPOSE 

To continue building on our experience with a powerful model of whole-person learning-circles linking persons with organisa-

tions, that benefit wider communities as well as us as individuals. 

We aim to continue development of the model, particularly for research to suit both our personal needs and publication. 

There is now good evidence that people who keep their hearts and heads fully engaged, working well together via learning 

circles, are prone to live longer, to be happier, and to resist better the adverse effects of aging. 

The potential savings to society could prove to be significant, and help to resolve coming 

crises in allocation of resources to learning and care for older people. 

 See local benefits of U3A in Public Health Perspectives July 2009 and  SLP website re 

Goldgerg, Cohen etc 

F U T U R E  
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